3018-CNC Dust Shoe | 775 Spindle | Threaded Port | PRO+ Package
Thank you for your purchase of our NCPRO CNC Router Dust Shoe:
This Product Includes:
1 x 775 Type Spindle Mount, Upper Dust Shoe with Threaded Collection Port NCP-DS755/25T
1 x ½ in. Spacer ring (magnetic) NCP-DS775/SPACER
1 x Wide collection brush ring (magnetic), with 2 in. soft brush fill NCP-DS775/WBRUSH
1 x 25mm ID x 1m flexible collection hose NCP-DCHOSE/25/1M
1 x 25mm ID x 1 ¼ in. Threaded Adapter NCP-TSH25T_1.25
2 x M4 x 10 mm button head screws
Installation Notes:
Remove the collet and clamping nut from your 775 spindle (the ER11 base can remain attached to the spindle
shaft). Loosen the clamp that holds your 775 spindle, within the spindle holder. Rotate the spindle within the
clamp, to position the two tapped (M4) mounting holes (at the base of the spindle), parallel to your X-axis travel.
Set the motor to the proper height within the spindle clamp, leaving 6mm of motor exposed beyond the base of
the spindle clamp. Position the upper dust shoe body on the exposed base of the spindle, with the dust port
pointing up and towards the front of the machine. Apply a blue thread locking compound, of your choice, to the
provided M4x10mm bolts and bolt the upper dust shoe body to the spindle. Snug these bolts down well, but do
not over-tighten. Finally, tighten the spindle clamp and replace the collet nut and collet.
Connect your dust collection port. This shoe is compatible with our 25 mm ID dust collection hose. These short
lengths of light weight dust collection hose are ideal to link your dust shoe to your dust collection source. While
our collection brush allows a great deal of flexibility in end mill set height, additional ½ in. magnetic spacer rings
are available to fine tune the contact point between the brush and the work surface. We suggest placing the
brush height, set as close to the work surface as possible, when the end-mill is making contact with the work.
If you require additional product support, please contact:

sales@3018nc.com
Desktop CNC Supply | Colorado, U.S.A

